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War Could Trigger Global Food Insecurity.

The Russian-Ukraine conflict has worsened the

global food crisis. Russia and Ukraine account for

30% of the world's wheat exports. Russia's

blockade of Black Sea ports has halted the

exports of corn, barley, rapeseed oil, and wheat

from Ukraine. Those blockages also mean sufficient

storage won't be available when the 2022 harvest

comes in.

Russia is the leading supplier of fertilizers-

ammonia, urea, and potash. The main costs to

farmers are fertilizers and energy. Fertilizer prices

have risen by more than 50% in the past year, and

that energy prices have increased by more than

two-thirds, which has put pressure on farmers and

affected the food market. In India, the CPI has

risen by 10.5% since January 2020. As a result,

mass migration will occur, with people fleeing to

their homes in poorer countries. 180mn people

across 40 countries will face looming food

insecurity, leading to malnutrition, mass hunger, and

famine. There can be no practical solution to this

catastrophe without restoring both the countries'

production— despite the animosity.

Its G7 vs. China

Seven most affluent democracies have joined hands

to raise $600bn for a global infrastructure

initiative. The objective is to build a sustainable

alternative to China's multitrillion-dollar belt and

road initiative (BRI). China's project, launched in

2013, involves creating a modern version of the

ancient Silk Road trade route from Asia to Europe.

While BRI provides financing for developing

countries to build infrastructures like ports, roads,

and bridges, it pushes the nations into a debt trap

and takes over the land if they fail to meet their

debt repayments.

Thus, the Partnership for Global Infrastructure and

Investment Plan will cover several flagship projects

to combat China's growing political and commercial

influence. Europe will mobilize €300bn and the US

will leverage $200bn and over the coming five

years through grants, federal financing, and

private sector investments. Now the question is, how

will China retaliate?

UAE Indonesia Signs a Pact

The UAE has signed a Comprehensive

Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA)

with Indonesia, thus making the country its latest

trade partner. Under this economic pact, more than

80% of exports of the UAE would gain duty-free

access to Indonesia. Also, this deal is expected to

increase the trade value between the two countries

to $630mn by FY30 because of the UAE's

streamlined customs procedures and emphasis on

digital trade. Both countries initiated the CEPA

negotiations in September’21 to boost their

economies post COVID. The CEPA is projected to

accelerate more than $0bn in investments in the

high-priority sectors such as agriculture, energy, and

infrastructure, particularly logistics, while

encouraging future cooperation in tourism,

entrepreneurship, and healthcare. Indonesia became

the third country after India and Israel to sign this

deal with the UAE this year and is poised to

escalate the annual bilateral trade to $10bn within

five years by eradicating trade barriers, thus

fabricating new opportunities for UAE exporters.

India and WTO in Deadlock

The WTO finally agreed to change

global trading rules and ramp up the

supply of COVID-19 vaccines in a series of

pledges. The package includes two high-profile

deals: subsidies on fisheries and a partial waiver of

intellectual property (IP) rights for COVID-19

vaccines. The partial IP waiver to allow developing

nations to produce and export vaccines drew flak

from campaign groups for not covering therapeutics

and diagnostics but finally passed. Another

landmark decision is the accord for developing

countries to end subsidies to illegal, unreported,

and unregulated fishing within 7 years of the

agreement, or up to 2030. India has fiercely

opposed this deal and asked for a 25-year

transition period as the livelihoods of many small-

scale fishers depend on these subsidies. India also

proposed the developed nations do away with

their non-specific fuel subsidies, which account for

22% of the total fishing subsidies. Not only was it

completely excluded from the pact but it also seems

that developing nations will continue to face

pressure from rich first-world countries.
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CAPEX Slips Despite High Corporate Earnings

The meteoric rise in corporate earnings in FY21 and

FY22 did not lead to the corresponding growth in

capital expenditure (CAPEX). While India Inc’s

combined net profit jumped 63.5%, sales increased

31.1%, and investment in fixed assets rose just

2.3% YoY in FY22.

The companies’ cash and bank balance rose to

13.4% YoY to record ₹7.54trn, while their dividend

pay-out to shareholders increased 18.8% YoY to

₹3.05trn. It means instead of spending their higher

earnings and cash flows on CAPEX, companies have

used them to build cash reserves and pay higher

dividends to shareholders.

Companies cannot predict their future growth, and

thus, they are discouraged from investing in new

projects. Instead, they are utilizing the higher

earnings to pay debts in advance and deleverage

their balance sheet. Can public spending and

subsidies like the PLI scheme change the CAPEX

trend in the coming years?

Good News for Air Passengers

Since the Covid-19 restrictions have been eased,

there has been a significant rise in plane fares. It

has become 50% dearer than last year. The price

of petroleum has rocketed upward since the start of

the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Further, the staff

was laid off in the first wave of covid-19; thus, the

staff shortage has led to high prices. After easing

travel restrictions, people have been revenge

traveling. They are ready to stomach the high costs

after being grounded for so long.

Akasa Air, backed by Indian stock market trader

and Investor Rakesh Jhunjhunwala, is set to

commence its operation in July. Akasa is a low-cost

carrier(LCC) that is a direct competitor to Indigo

which has more than 50% market share in India

right now in the low-cost airline space.

The relaunch of Jet Airways with aviation sector

veteran Mr. Sanjeev Kapoor as the CEO will

intensify the competition manifold. Fighting for

market share will aggravate. Such growth and

consolidation in the aviation sector will benefit

customers through reduced ticket prices and

improved service.

Widening CAD Causes Concern for Imports

India's current account deficit (CAD) hit a record

$24.3bn, which has alarmed the government as it

has begun closely inspecting the imports. The import

of precious metals, like gold, is under heavy

scrutiny as its imports surged almost nine times to

$7.7bn in May FY22. The imports of silver and non-

fuel imports like electronic goods, leather goods,

and textiles have also witnessed high growth. CAD

for the quarter ended March reduced to $13.4bn

from $22.2bn but was higher than the $8bn in the

previous year.

Currently, foreign exchange reserves provide a

good cushion. Still, continuous high prices of crude

and commodities could crumble the resources. In the

past, India had implemented some restrictions and

raised customs tariffs to lessen the imports of

certain goods. But these curbs could hamper the

country's consistent economic growth. It now faces

near-term challenges in managing its fiscal deficit,

maintaining economic growth, and a fair value of

the Rupee.
Mayhem in the Beverage Industry

The government has banned single-use

plastic, including straws, from 1st July

onwards. While the government

undertakes an environment-friendly and healthier

initiative, the beverage industry has to suffer a loss

of ₹3,000crs in sales. Currently, there is no viable

alternative in India to replace plastic straws.

Companies have to import paper straws which will

cost heavy logistics. The supply chain will be

disrupted as time will be needed to find a local

substitute.

The final notification was issued in December, giving

six months to the manufacturers. However, prominent

firms like the seller of Appy and Frooti, PepsiCo,

and Coca-Cola are asking the government to

extend the ban deadline due to the lack of

availability of paper straws in the international

market.

An extension on the ban will allow them to set up

infrastructure and pair with MSMEs to produce

biodegradable straws. Should the government ratify

their request? High import costs will force these

companies to increase their ₹10 price points and

will no longer make tetra packs budget-friendly.
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PACS under Computerization

The GOI has approved ₹2,516crs for

the computerization of 63,000 functional Primary

Agriculture Credit Societies (PACS) to promote

financial inclusion. This program will bring

transparency and accountability to operations,

facilitating PACS in diversifying their business and

undertaking multiple activities. The PACS comprises

13 crore small and marginal farmer members who

can reap the benefits of this digitization. Under this

project, the GOI will use cloud-based standard

software with cyber security and data storage to

provide hardware support and digitize existing

manual records. The software will be in vernacular

language as per the requirement of the states.

The PACS are considered the lowest tier of the

three-tier short-term cooperative credit. The project

will improve the outreach of PACS through speedy

disposal of loans, lower transaction costs, faster

audits, and reduced payment imbalances and

accounting. Besides enabling the members to use

Common Accounting System for their daily

operations, it will also act as a nodal service

delivery point for provisions of inputs like fertilizers,

seeds, etc.

India’s Own Car Safety Agency

Minister for Road Transport & Highways

recently approved a draft introducing

India’s own Safety Agency, Bharat New Car

Assessment Program (NCAP). Bharat NCAP would

be a consumer-centric platform prompting

customers to opt for safer cars through star ratings

and incentivize competition among OEMs to

manufacture safer vehicles. Cars will be awarded

safety scores or Star Ratings based on their

standard safety kit and overall crash test

performance. Testing protocols to evaluate safety

features will align with Global Crash Test Protocols

after factoring in Indian regulations.

Currently, all Indian cars sent to the global NCAP

have either failed or received poor ratings. Thus, a

progressive move like this is expected to increase

the export worthiness of Indian automobiles and

strengthen India’s place in the global automotive

market, however at an increased end-user cost.

Government Approves New Labour Laws

The Central Government has finalized the new

labour codes in India, applicable from 1st July.

Under the new guidelines, employees can get three

week-offs if they work for 48 hours. Employees

working 8 and 9 hours would get only one and two

weeks off. Also, the maximum number of overtime

hours has increased from 50 to 125. Once the new

laws are oriented, the take-home salary would

decrease as the Provident Fund (PF) contribution

increases. The codes have made it mandatory for a

company to pay the full settlement of wages and

dues within two days of an employee's last working

day. Maternity leaves for female employees would

increase to 26 weeks. Also, companies would place

them on night shifts after their consent, ensuring

proper facilities and security. The laws would allow

employees to enjoy a four-day work week instead

of the current five-day workweek. They would be

allowed to take a leave after every 180 days

instead of 240 days.

Digitization of Passports

The central government is working on introducing e-

passports for Indian citizens by the end of this year.

This progressive move is a part of the government’s

Passport Seva Project. It follows global standards

since more than 100 countries already provide this

service, including Nepal and Bangladesh. The

introduction of e-passports would enable protection

against data tampering, duplication, and identity

theft. Apart from these benefits, it would make

international traveling and verification easier and

hassle-free. The Tech giant Tata Consultancy

Services is working on this project and is responsible

for rolling out the e-passports.

The chip-based passport would resemble a driving

license, with a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

chip and an antenna embedded as an inlay in the

back cover. The chip would store all essential

information of the passport holder, including name,

date of birth, and address. It would also include a

digital security feature enabling smooth immigration.

The government believes that the prevalent global

semiconductor chip shortage will not affect the e-

passport timeline.
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SaaS-based MoEngage Raises $77mn

The evolving digital space has

overwhelmed the consumers with

countless options, making it unviable for the brands

to form a connection with them. Therefore,

MoEngage, a SaaS-based, AI-first platform, assists

businesses in getting a deeper understanding of

their purchasers. The platform analyzes consumer

preferences and behavior to help user-centric

brands retain customer relationships and enhance

brand engagement across multiple channels. The

company has recently raised $77mn in funding and

intends to use it to upscale its research and

platform capabilities through potential strategic

acquisitions.

Nykaa Rival Purplle Claims the Unicorn Status

India's beauty and personal

care industry is blooming at a CAGR

of 6.3%, reaching a staggering value of $33bn by

2027. The imperative factor attributing to the

sector's growth is the emergence of e-commerce

retailers, coupled with the increased disposable

income of the consumers and their exposure to

trends. Purplle, an e-commerce platform, is among

the leading companies that provide an array of

makeup and skincare products with personalized

solutions. The brand achieved the title of a Unicorn

with a valuation surpassing $1.1bn and faces stiff

competition from players such as Nykaa and

MyGlamm. In June, the company raised $33bn to

incorporate modern technologies to scale its private

brands and innovate new products further.

This month 125 startups raised approximately $3013mn. Despite a surge in funding, companies continue to

experience massive layoffs this month. Will this trend continue in the Indian startup ecosystem in the months

ahead?

From Health-Care to Health-Tech

Spry is a one-stop health-tech

platform for physical therapy practitioners and

care center owners to manage their clinical and

administrative functions. Founded in 2021 by Brijraj

Bhuptani and Riyaz Rehman, it aims to democratize

the accessibility and affordability of 'movement

health' using its full-stack development health

platform. It digitizes a clinic's end-to-end

operations, from patient intake to scheduling

communications, assessments, and Electronic Media

Records (EMR). The startup has raised $10mn,

which it intends to use in building practice

management for physical rehabilitation.

Cashify Your Old Gadgets

Cashify, a re-commerce platform, has

recently raised $90mn in funding. It

enables consumers to buy, recycle, accessorize and

repair smartphones. Reselling an old mobile phone

is intricate, and people don't get a fair value for

their used devices from stores easily. Cashify

simplified this problem to let customers buy & sell

old electronic gadgets. It directly works with OEMs

such as Xiaomi, OnePlus, and Samsung for their

exchange programs. It will use the funds raised to

increase hiring, build technology infrastructure,

marketing, and expansion into new markets.
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Major Funding raised by Startups for the period 2nd June'22 to 28th June'22
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The Shanghai Composite Index fell by 6.8% as

investors booked their profits, followed by a

sustained rally in mainland stocks. High-flying new

energy and automobile stocks led to the decline as

the investors remained cautious regarding monetary

tightening by various central banks pushing the

world economy towards recession.

The Hang Seng Index rallied after China's surprise

move to reduce quarantine time for inbound

travelers lifted market sentiments. China's

manufacturing PMI for June was recorded at 50.2

from 49.6 pts, while the service PMI stood at 54.7

vs. 47.8 in May, suggesting that China's

manufacturing activities expanded for the first time

in 4 months post lockdown.

FTSE started the month with solid momentum on the

back of gains for mining and oil companies.

However, the index fell into the bear zone as

inflation in the UK hit a 40-year record of 9.1% last

month. The risk of sentiments due to the looming

recession and the Bank of England’s stance to

increase interest rates drove the investors to

equities.

S&P fails to hold 3,900 and falls to support at

3,860 as risk assets pulled back and investors

remain on edge over geopolitical and political

concerns. Fuel was added to the fear for bears due

to the disappointing economic data as consumer

confidence fell to 98.7 in June compared to 103.2

in May.

The Nikkei 225 index rose to a 2-month high in the

first week as the automakers gained after the US-

Dollar hit a 20-year high. The momentum didn’t last

as the consumer sentiments declined due to

recessionary pressure, and the investors struggled to

find moving cues amid the US market holiday. The

Chipmakers and energy-related stocks lead the

losses.

The DAX witnessed volatility with minor rebounds as

the European markets struggled with a slow growth

rate and the impending recession. The positive

sentiments reigned as the European Central Bank

reiterated its intention to raise interest rates in July

and September. However, a weak German

Manufacturing Purchasing Manager's Index report

meant demand for manufacturing goods fell faster

in June'22 than in May '20, keeping the index under

pressure.
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New Cyber Resilience Framework for Stock Brokers, and Depository Participants

SEBI modified the framework for cyber security and resilience. The new framework requires

stock brokers and depository participants to conduct a thorough cyber audit at least once each

fiscal year. Participants must provide cyber audit reports and a certification from the MD and CEO attesting
to their compliance with all SEBI rules and warnings about cyber security that are periodically released.

Participants in stock exchanges and depository institutions must perform regular vulnerability assessments
and penetration tests (VAPTs) to detect security vulnerabilities in the IT environment and develop an in-depth
review of the system's security posture by simulating actual attacks on its systems and networks. Any gaps or
vulnerabilities must be closed immediately, and compliance with findings must be presented to stock
exchanges or depositories within three months of the final VAPT report's submission.

Index
1st June’22    

(In ₹)

30th June’22    

(In ₹)
Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 11,563.0 11,701.2 1.2

NIFTY Bank 35,620.8 33,425.1 -6.2

NIFTY Consumer Durables 24,827.4 22,820.1 -8.1

NIFTY Financial Services 16,502.3 15,474.4 -6.2

NIFTY FMCG 38,434.6 37,664.6 -2.0

NIFTY IT 29,260.8 27,843.4 -4.8

NIFTY Media 2,037.4 1,897.6 -6.9

NIFTY Metal 5,336.7 4,660.9 -12.7

NIFTY Oil & Gas 7,797.8 7,600.7 -2.5

NIFTY Pharma 12,443.8 12,159.4 -2.3

QUITIES
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FPI Net Investment in June’22 (₹ Crores)

Source: NSDL

Source: NSE 

DII Net Investment in June’22 (₹ Crores)

Source: NSDL

FPIs continue to extract funds from the Indian markets amidst a strengthening dollar. The investors pulled out

a net ₹58,112crs due to an increase in the oil prices, the relatively slow correction of the Indian stock, and

the US recession markets. Reversal of these outflows might not happen anytime soon. Relentless selling by

foreigners has driven foreign ownership to less than 18%, a five-year low. DIIs became the saviors as they

infused funds of ₹46,599crs in the market. Despite DIIs absorbing significant amounts of FII, markets have

fallen, suggesting sales by wealthy individuals and corporates who don't invest through mutual funds.
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Company Name Change (%)

UPL -19.9

Hindalco -18.7

Tata Steel -17.2

Bajaj Finserv -15.4

Shree Cements -15.3

IndusInd Bank -15.2

Tech Mahindra -14.1

Titan -13.9

Kotak Mahindra -12.7

Wipro -12.6
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Top Gainers in NIFTY50 for June’22 Top Losers in NIFTY50 for June’22

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India
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The index remained under a bear grip throughout the month following double-digit inflation and
recessionary fears in developed markets. The market did reverse the trend but failed to make any
significant gains as investors continued to pull out money from the equities, and the depreciating rupee kept
the pressure on the index.

4.5%

Company Name Change (%)

M&M 9.5

Maruti Suzuki 5.7

ONGC 5.2

JSW Steel 4.8

Divis Labs 1.8

ITC 1.7

Eicher Motors 1.3

Dr. Reddy’s Labs 0.5

Tech Mahindra Partners with Anritsu for IoT Lab

Tech Mahindra has partnered

with US-based Anritsuto to establish

an Internet-of-Things (IoT) experience lab in

California. They aim to provide a cost-effective

testing environment for 5G IoT device manufacturers

to verify device performance. The lab will also

function as an incubator, helping device

manufacturers to develop, and validate their

designs for launch. The partnership will leverage the

use cases developed by Tech Mahindra and

intelligent application software from Anritsu that

automatically performs various functions that

provide reports and logs to gauge device

performance. It is a significant step for Tech

Mahindra's NXT.NOW strategy that aims at faster

5G adoption by the enterprises.

Imported Gas an Answer to Power Crises?

The government is considering

restarting NTPC's idle power

facilities to help with any upcoming

power outages after seeing record-breaking

energy demand for three straight days. With the

predicted decrease in coal output from Indian

mines during the monsoon, NTPC will need to

import gas through GAIL, with whom it has a long-

term supply agreement. However, the price of the

power generated will be around ₹22-23, which is

four to five times more expensive than regular

prices. But this is one of the few remaining options

the government has as it looks to avert any

significant power crises, particularly when demand

for electricity increases from the agricultural sector

during and after the monsoon.
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Pharma Sector

The index had a volatile start

this month and remained in a firm

bear grip, as it ultimately fell by over

693.8 pts to its monthly lows. Logistics issues arising

out of COVID lockdowns in China, the upcoming

single-use plastic ban, the depreciating rupee, and

rising input costs aggravated the fall. However, the

index recovered some of the past losses in the last

few days of June. It rose by 3% from its monthly

lows, mainly owing to the broader market

sentiments and WTO decision post-meeting

regarding relaxing Intellectual Property Rights on

COVID vaccines which will boost vaccine production

in India. However, the Index could not sustain the

upward trend as a sharply depreciating rupee will

erode operating margins for pharma companies

that rely on imports for most of their raw materials.

Oil and Gas Sector

The movement in the Nifty Oil and

Gas closely mirrored the demand-

supply dynamics in the global crude oil prices. It

rose by 279.3 pts in the first few trading sessions of

the month. The uptrend happened as middle-east

suppliers raised their prices for the Asian markets

while, at the same time, Russia could not meet

market demands with its discounted supplies.

However, the index soon slumped to its monthly lows

as talks began about easing sanctions on Iran and

Venezuela to allow crude oil exports and reduce

the demand-supply gap.

Source: NSE

FMCG Sector

Consumption in rural India, which

accounts for over 40% of total

consumption, declined by 5.3%, the highest

slowdown in the last three quarters. While the

sector witnessed a 6% growth in revenue, the

volume declined by 4.4%. It happened amid steep

inflation as consumers shifted their focus to smaller

packages while avoiding unnecessary and

expensive purchases. The significant volume decline

was in the non-food category, which fell by 9.6%,

while prices of edible oils, biscuits, noodles, and

toothpaste went up by 15%. It also led to many

small manufacturers' exit, as they could not pass on

the increased cost to their customers.

Source: NSE
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Consumer Durables Sector

The index started the month with a

downward trend and remained so for

a large part of the month by falling

over 11%. Rising inflation and interest rate hikes by

the RBI have decreased consumer spending. The

government regulations like the ban on single-use

plastic and energy rating of appliances have forced

manufacturers to recall their stocks or liquidate them

at a loss. However, the companies remain optimistic

about increasing their operating margins in the

coming quarters on the forecast of normal monsoons

and the release of pent-up demand in upcoming

festivals.

Source: NSE
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2.5%.
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4.8%

Media Sector

The media sector remained under pressure as the

index plunged by more than 12% following the

broader market sentiments before bottoming out.

However, the index retreated from its monthly lows

and made some gains on the announcements of

Disney Star and Viacom18 bagging the multi-

billion dollar auction deals for IPL media rights

across different packages. This month also marked

the entry of eSports into the mainstream Indian

media. The top gainer for the month was Navneet

Education, while Jagran Prakashan was the worst

performer.

IT Sector

After a volatile start, the IT stocks

were under pressure in the second and

third week of the month; as the index fell by more

than 8% before bottoming out. The index did

reverse the trend in the latter half and made some

gains but was unable to sustain the momentum. The

intense selling pressure from the tech stocks on a

global level contributed to the decline of IT

companies in India. Moreover, high inflationary

pressure, recession fears in the US economy, and

depreciating local currency continued to plague the

market sentiments.

Tech Mahindra was the top bear, dropping by

10.95%, followed by Wipro, with a decline of

10.7%, resulting in an overall bearish index.
NIFTY IT June’22 (In ₹)

Source: NSE 
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Auto Sector

The index exhibited positive moves

after a decline in the first three weeks

of the month. It rose by 10% due to easing logistical

challenges, shortened delivery timelines, and new

model launches which helped sales to rise by 185%

YoY. The industry maintains healthy cash inflows,

good capacity utilization through new model

launches, and shortened delivery schedules as

semiconductor availability have improved.

Moreover, good monsoon forecasts have made

automobile manufacturers optimistic about solid

demand from the rural and agricultural sectors. But

with new safety regulations, manufacturers are

concerned about declining profits since increasing

the unit prices will affect their sales.

Telecom Sector

High inflation affected the use of

mobile phone services and limited telcos’

sequential revenue growth in the April-June quarter

to 2-4%, the weakest in the previous nine months.

The rise in the price of smartphones and the higher

cost of mobile services due to the tariff increase

last winter caused users to consume less data and

limit the growth of the 4G network. Also, the

government approved the eagerly anticipated

auction of airwaves capable of offering 5G

telecom services, including ultra-high-speed internet,

causing shares of Bharti Airtel, Vodafone Idea,

MTNL, and Tata Teleservices to remain under the

spotlight. The government has approved the

establishment of captive 5G networks by major IT

companies.

6.9%

8.1 16.8

-15.7

Airtel Reliance Jio Vodafone Idea



Metal Sector

Global meltdown in metal prices and

increasing recessionary fears in

developed countries have sparked a selloff in

metal stocks around the world. This impacted

domestic metal companies and the index plunged

by 12.7%. Moreover, the coal shortage is affecting

the production and operating margins of domestic

steel makers, who were already reeling from the

impact of the export duty hike. With negative

growth in the Chinese real estate sector and

increasing interest rates, any near-term recovery in

the index may not be possible. Welspun Corp. was

the top gainer rising by 6%, while Vedanta was the

biggest loser falling by over 27%.

ECTOR UPDATES
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12.7%

Financial Services Sector

The index collapsed in the second

week on a sharper than expected rate

hike by RBI coupled with heightened fears of

domestic inflation. Soaring oil prices and a sharply

depreciating rupee hurt the current account, adding

to the inflationary pressures and increasing

sensitivity to Fed rate hikes. The index recovered

from its monthly lows on the back of healthy credit

growth data from growing vehicle loans and gold

demand but soon fell due to pressure from a

broader market selloff.

Realty Sector

As a result of global uncertainties,

the realty sector declined by 8.9% to its

monthly lows in the first half of the month. Rising

interest rates and sustained inflationary pressures

have led to many developers stall their projects,

leaving a huge unsold inventory and unemployment.

The index did show a moderate upward movement

in the last few trading sessions, fueled by the

persistence of the housing cycle's strength and the

nature of the sector but could not sustain it amid

intense bear pressure. Sobha Ltd. was the top

performer gaining 17%, while Indiabulls Real Estate

was the biggest loser falling by 17%.

Banking Sector

RBI's pro-growth stance to maintain

liquidity in the banking sector pulled up

the index by the end of week 1. Nifty Bank

advanced as the investor outlook became positive

when regulators decided to keep the CRR rate

unchanged. However, despite good credit growth

and a healthy balance sheet, the index shed 6.2%

throughout the month. It reversed the trend in the

last few trading sessions but soon succumbed to

pressure from frantic FPI selling, increasing US rates,

and sharply depreciating rupee value. Growing

concerns about stagflation and faster-than-

expected rate hikes by RBI might dampen investors’

sentiments in the near term.

Source: NSE
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Xiaomi’s Key Device Manufacturer to go Public

Bharat FIH, a subsidiary of Foxconn Technology, has

received SEBI approval for a ₹5,004crs IPO. It plans

to use its IPO proceeds to expand its existing

campuses, supporting its working capital

requirements and investment in subsidiaries.

Controlling a 15% market share, the company is the

largest Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS)

provider in India and a key device maker for Xiaomi

and Nokia.

It builds capabilities providing OEMs with

comprehensive vertically integrated one-stop

solutions and specializes in innovative

miniaturization, packaging, and interconnecting

technology. The company’s Taiwan-based subsidiary

strives to explore opportunities in technology

transfer and collaborations with its R&D centers in

India. The company plans to foray into high-growth

industries, including mechanics, electric vehicles, and

televisions.

PO
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Droom files DRHP

Droom Technology, an automobile

marketplace, files DRHP worth ₹3,000crs. It will

raise ₹2,000crs via the fresh issue, and the

remaining ₹1,000crs will be an offer for sale. The

company provides end-to-end e-commerce solutions

for used vehicle dealers via its online platform.

Initiated with an Android app in 2014, Droom has

20,725 auto dealers across 1,151 cities and offers

its services through iOS, M-site, and website.

Droom’s app downloads increased at a CAGR of

5.12% from FY19 to FY21.

Droom operates through a mix of an asset-light

automobile e-commerce platform and a

technology-driven system of services and products

for the automobile industry. It has the most

significant auto portal in the country, with a 65%

market share. Droom intends to use its expected

raise to repay outstanding borrowings, meet

corporate requirements, and fund organic growth.

Upcoming IPOs                     
IPO Size 

(Approx.)

Le Travenues Technology (IXIGO) ₹1,600 Cr.

Keventer Agro ₹800 Cr.

National Stock Exchange ₹10,000 Cr.

TVS Supply Chain Solutions ₹5,000 Cr.

Bikaji Foods International ₹1,000 Cr.

Aadhar Housing Finance to go Public

Aadhar Housing Finance finally

received SEBI approval for its IPO.

It is a retail-focused house financing, providing

small-ticket mortgage loans for the economy’s

lower- and middle-income people Blackstone-

backed BCP Topco currently holds a 98.7% stake in

the company. The fundraising program is divided

into an OFS where Blackstone will sell its existing

₹5800crs worth of shares and a new issue of new

shares worth ₹1500 cr. The company plans to use

these fund proceedings to boost its Tier 1 capital

base for several business and growth activities,

including lending, operating expenditure, purchase

of assets, and repayment of outstanding debt, and

to meet future capital needs.

JK Files Receives SEBI’s Approval

JK Files and Engineering, owned

by Raymond Limited, obtained a green

signal from SEBI for their IPO launch.

JK Files is planning to raise ₹800crs through IPO

and use the funds raised for

repayment/prepayment of debts, fund capital

expenditure, and expanding existing plants.

The company manufactures components for

hardware and marketing drill tools, power tool

accessories, and machines. The company has a 50%

and 55% market share in the commercial and

passenger vehicle ring gear segment, respectively. It

supplies ring gears to Tata Motors, Mahindra &

Mahindra, and leading heavy off-highway makers

globally. Its B2B and B2C customer base is spread

across more than 60 countries and is still growing.

The fundraising program is an OFS worth ₹800crs

where existing shareholders are selling out ₹355crs

worth of shares held by them, and the promoter

Raymond is divesting shares worth ₹239crs. The

company plans to use the raised amount primarily

to reduce the debt held by its parent company.

Another rationale for the move is to realize the

benefits of listing in the markets and divestment by

promoters.



Liquidity Surplus

Surplus liquidity under the liquidity

adjustment facility averaged ₹4.9 lakh

crores in the second half of May to June 8,

moderating from ₹6.7 lakh crores during the second

fortnight of April through mid-May. This decrease in

surplus is due to the moderation in Government

spending coupled with the rise in Cash Reserve Ratio

requirements effective from the beginning of the

reserve maintenance cycle on May’21. Of the total

absorption, the bulk of the surplus liquidity was

mopped through Variable Rate Reverse Repo

auctions of various tenors. The RBI's hike in the

currency reserve ratio has also impacted the surplus.

This sustained decline might be put down to the

higher credit offtake and increased circulation in the

currency.

IXED INCOME
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US 10 Year Treasury Yield June’22 (In %)

Source: MOSPI

3.7%

Hand of God- China's "Special Sovereign Bonds”

The Chinese Government is

eyeing "Special Sovereign Bonds"

to elevate its crumbling economy.

These sporadic financial tools are used only in

response to a specific problem or policy and thus,

get exempted from China's budget deficit

calculation. The government would issue these

special securities as an additional financing aid

along with a $120bn loan from state-owned

development banks to invest extensively in

infrastructure projects and achieve its target growth

rate of 5.5%.

Increased bond issuances reduce prices and raise

interest rates therefore, yield cuts and other central

bank easing measures would assist the financial

institutions. Their funds would be beneficial to

withstand any extra bond supply. Also, the local

governments, which issue their particular securities

for infrastructure investments, might liquidate their

debt of 3.65trn Yuan by the end of June, giving the

market enough room for new debt releases in FY22.

For the first time in a decade, the US 10-year

treasury yield peaked at 3.48%. The yield rose as

the surging inflation prompted the investors to

liquidate their bond holdings and bump up their

bets for an aggressive rate hike by the Fed. After

this growth, the Fed raised rates by 75 bps making

this the highest rate jump since 1994. However, the

rates slipped as the investors again sought refuge

in bonds dreading an impending recession causing

the equities to hit their lows. This move came when

the Swiss National Bank raised the overnight rates

for the first time in 15 years, and the Bank of

England hinted at a rate hike for the fifth straight

time. Hence, the rise in Treasury yields toward the

3.5% mark manifests the market's fear of a Fed-

induced recession which might increase in six months

or not?

Inflation

India's wholesale price inflation (WPI)

again surged to a new level of 15.88%

in May, becoming the highest since September

1991. This increase in the WPI rate was mainly due

to increased prices of crude petroleum and natural

gas, food items, primary metals, and chemical

products.

CPI came in at 7.04%, slightly less than the 8-year

high of 7.79% last month. The RBI again raised its

benchmark repo rate by 50 bps to 4.9% after a 40

bps hike in April while insinuating further hikes.

Month Inflation (%)

Nov-21

Dec-21

4.91

5.59

Jan-22

Feb-22

Mar-22

Apr-22

6.01

6.07

6.95

7.79

May-22 7.04

Source: US Department of the Treasury 
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Is ESG a Scam?

ESG, which stood for initiatives improving the

environment and society, is pivoting into a marketing

hook to attract investments. With increasing ESG

awareness among investors, the global ESG fund

inflow has tripled to $3trn in just 4 years. Many

fund houses are taking advantage of this enthusiasm

by disguising themselves as ESG-focused funds.

Recently, the SEC looked into Goldman Sachs funds

regarding doubts over ESG claims. Deutsche Bank

of Germany faced similar allegations.

The term ESG is subjective, which adds to the

confusion regarding its effectiveness. For instance,

ITC, which primarily sells cigarettes, violates ESG

norms on the surface. To one’s surprise, the company

received a AA rating on the ESG scale, as it has

been solid waste recycling and carbon positive for

13 and 15 years, respectively.

Thus, regulators must pay attention to the ESG

bandwagon to avoid scams leading to investor

confidence loss.

Volatility barometer India VIX surged 4.8% due to

a solid global sell-off as investors reacted to

interest rate hikes, worsening inflation, and

persisting supply-chain issues.

Major indices like Nifty 50 and BSE Sensex plunged

by 5.1% and 5.2%, respectively, this month, aiding

the sharp up move of India VIX. The falling rupee,

fears of further interest rate hikes, and recession

concerns haunt investors and exacerbate the

already high volatility. Selling from foreign investors

has also largely contributed to the volatility.

90 Years of Legacy Collapses

Famous for its iconic red lipsticks and nail paints,

Revlon, a 90-year-old cosmetics brand, succumbed

to changing industry dynamics. The company has

filed for bankruptcy protection, asking for some

time before asset liquidation. It allows the company

to continue operations while planning debt

repayments.

The primary issue faced by the company was its

inability to innovate and evolve with changing

customer requirements. The company failed to

realize the importance of staying relevant to the

current market trends and never focused on online

marketing. It continued selling the same old products

without considering the changing consumer

preference and followed a no-innovation strategy.

As a result, celebrities started new businesses that

leveraged their social media influence and took

over Revlon’s share. Also, raw material inflation and

the global supply chain crisis accompanied by the

covid pandemic increased costs by over 25%. These

factors, coupled with a massive $3.7bn long-term

debt, led to the longest-standing sponsor of the

Oscars losing its position in the market. The case is a

lesson for companies to focus on innovation and

debt management constantly.

Innovation or Regulatory Arbitrage

10mn buy now, pay later (BNPL) users may be

affected by the RBIs’ new move to prohibit non-

bank prepaid payment instruments (PPI) from

loading their wallets from credit lines. BNPL is a

prevalent short-term financing tool used primarily

for small amounts. Customers prefer it since it is

interest-free and integrates seamlessly into the

checkout process.

RBI has reaffirmed that fintech firms could not

engage in licensed and regulated activities without

authorization. According to the central bank

frameworks regarding credit lines, fintech

companies cannot operate outside the regulatory

framework under the garb of innovation.

The digital financing market, expected to cross

$600bn by 2025, is highly influenced by the credit

line service provided by fintech companies. Thus, the

situation may create systemic risks as customers

might not repay their loans if these fintech products

are stopped suddenly. RBI is clear that BNPLs that

mimic credit cards or credit lines outside the legal

set-up will be considered a threat to the system and

expect RBI intervention. However, RBI is exploring a

framework where innovation & consumer protection

can exist simultaneously.

4.8%



New Era of Interest Rate Swaps

Conventionally, investors use interest rate swaps to

exchange a leg of interest payment on an

underlying asset with a counterparty. Fixed rates

are traded for floating or variable rates to

speculate, mitigate or hedge against interest rate

risk. However, this gives rise to counterparty risk,

where the party may default on its payment

obligations. Thus, a complex regulatory framework is

implemented to deal with such a scenario.

Instead of having a default mechanism, what if we

built a system that removes the counterpart risk first,

meaning the payment won’t fail altogether.

Integrating interest rate swaps on a DeFi or a

Decentralized Finance market will solve this

problem. DeFi market is an emerging financial

technology based on secure distributed ledgers

similar to those used by cryptocurrencies. It will

allow users to convert their variable interest rate

assets into fixed assets and unlock products like

interest rate caps, covered call payouts, fixed-rate

mortgages, and swaptions. Thus, a decentralized

interest rate, built not to fail, will unlock new avenues

for the participants ranging from speculators to

institution and retail investors.

ERIVATIVES 
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First-Ever Futures Exchange for the Health Sector

The US healthcare sector accounts for

20% of the US GDP and is 10 times

bigger than the oil markets. Healthcare costs are

the leading factor of bankruptcy in the country.

However, the market participants had no proper

vehicle to hedge their risks. Therefore Intelligent

Medicine Exchange (IMX) declared its intentions to

the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission

(CFTC) to establish a Designated Contract Market

(DCM). DCM will be a futures exchange dedicated

to the contracts that will enable the investors and

market participants to manage risk and invest in

multiple components of the healthcare ecosystem.

The lack of reliable historical data based on key

industry trends hindered the development of such

marketplaces in the past. IMX has developed

proprietary, patent-pending cost indexes that will

help to price the underlying assets. DCM will

provide a platform for all the healthcare ecosystem

participants- suppliers, hospitals, physician groups,

insurers, or employers- to take a position in the

market.

Carbon Markets- an Upcoming Derivative Class

Markets for compliance carbon have reached

$270bn. Compliance carbon marketplaces

facilitate decarbonization of the global economy

by putting a price on carbon and incentivizing the

polluters to reduce their emissions and become

carbon-neutral by 2050. Linking derivatives to

carbon prices would add transparency and liquidity

to carbon trading and help investors make strategic

decisions.

Carbon-linked futures have shown positive risk-

adjusted returns with a low correlation to traditional

asset classes, including commodities. The energy,

utilities, and materials sectors require substantial

spending to achieve the net-zero emission goal by

2050. Therefore, companies in these sectors can

hedge their carbon price risk by overlaying carbon

futures. Carbon futures can be used as a reference

point to track the efficiency of their policies and

strategies, hedge climate value at risk, and their

future emission costs several years in advance. Thus,

investors may use carbon derivatives to diversify

their portfolio risk and manage carbon price risk.

SEBI Allows FPIs to Trade in the Commodities

Derivatives Market

SEBI has now allowed FPIs to enter

the Exchange Traded Commodity

Derivatives (ETCDs). FPIs can trade in all non-

agricultural commodity futures and specific non-

agricultural benchmark indices. This move will

improve liquidity and help consolidate the country’s

commodity derivatives market. The trading of

commodity derivatives is currently open to

international companies with direct exposure to the

Indian commodities markets. The new rule will allow

foreign investors to trade through the Indian

commodity exchanges with or without exposure to

the physical commodities market. Opening up the

commodities derivatives segment for FPI

participation (through suitable risk management

measures as contemplated) is likely to improve the

market’s ability to absorb relatively large orders

without a significant impact on the price and also

help in efficient price discovery.
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Crude oil prices increased in the first half

of the month due to a rebound in Chinese

demand. After two months of rigorous

lockdown, COVID norms have been loosened in
several Chinese cities. The oil demand increased as
the manufacturing hub resumed operations and
relaxed travel restrictions. The second half saw the
prices plummeting as investors weighed demand cuts
due to further interest rate hikes and the OPEC
countries’ decision to increase output for July and
August. Venezuela plans to resume oil exports to
Europe after 2 years since US sanctions were placed
on the country with charges of undermining
democracy. These new exports come in as Europe
plans to cut imports from Russia in a turbulent
geopolitical scenario.

India’s Worsening Power Crisis

India’s severe power crisis has been due

to a surge in global coal prices in late

2021, further led by Russia’s invasion of

Ukraine in February. As a result, India’s import

volumes eroded, and its power plant stockpiles

were reduced to critically low levels when an

unrelenting heat wave pushed demand to

unprecedented levels. The government tried

divesting coal blocs to private companies to ramp

up domestic production. However, domestic coal-

based power production has been unable to keep

pace with the surging electricity demand. It caused

widespread power shortages, more severe than the

country had seen in at least seven years.

With the global coal supply expected to remain

tight in H2 and winter still some months away, coal

shortages and power outages may remain a

pressure point for India for the rest of the year.

2.7%

Wild Swings in Metal

Industrial metals are set for the worst quarter since

the 2007-08 crisis as prices plummeted due to

recession worries. Copper, the great economic

forerunner, entered into a bear market from a

record high four months ago, while tin tumbled 21%

in its worst week since a 1980s crisis when trading

froze for four years.

Metals witnessed a dramatic reversal from the past

two years when prices surged on a wave of post-

lockdown optimism, inflation, and supply predictions.

The current market is defined by growing inflation

and supply chain crises. Prices are plummeting due

to a slowdown in industrial activity across major

economies coupled with slumping demand in China.

The lag in industrial metals started earlier this month

after the Federal Reserve hiked rates and warned

that its inflation control measures might risk igniting

a recession. However, the selloff escalated last

week even as investors in other markets factored an

earlier end to the Fed’s rate-hike cycle in the price.

The yellow metal recovered in the first

week of June owing to a weak USD and

volatile global markets. Uncertainties about the

Fed’s monetary policy and other central banks

contributed to raising the demand.

However, Gold prices slumped to a 4-week low

ahead of the Fed’s decision to increase interest

rates by 75 bps, the most prominent rate hike by the

US government since 1994.

The yellow metal was nearly flat in the fourth week

as recent gains in Treasury yields prevented any

significant interest in the safe-haven metal. The

weak equity indices and possible ban of Russian

gold had capped the downside in gold prices. By

the end of the month, gold edged down to close

near ₹50,000. levels, with an gain surge of 0.5%.

0.5%
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Currency 1st June’22 30th June’22 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 77.6 INR 78.9 -1.8

INR/EUR INR 82.6 INR 82.7 -0.2

USD/EUR USD 1.1 USD 1.0 -1.6

JPY/USD JPY 130.1 JPY 135.7 -4.3

CAD/USD CAD 1.2 CAD 1.3 -1.7

USD/GBP USD 1.3 USD 1.2 2.4

USD/SEK USD 0.1 USD 0.09 9.6

USD/CHF USD 1.0 USD 1.1 -1.0

Its Time for Digital Dollar

105 countries constituting 5% of the

global GDP are exploring the Central

Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). Since World War II,

the US dollar has been central to the global

financial and monetary system. However, it lags in

setting up its CBDC when 10 countries have

launched their versions of the digital currency, and

another 15 are in the pilot stage. The rapidly

changing global monetary system due to increasing

digital currency development can dampen the

competitiveness and widespread role of the dollar.

Therefore, the US might start its virtual currency to

support the dollar’s continued role as the world’s

reserve currency. It will improve on an already safe

and efficient domestic payments system, especially

after tremendous growth in crypto-assets and

stable coins.

Foreign Currency Assets on Decline

Forex reserves declined by $5.9bn for the week

ending June 17, down from $596.5bn for the week

ending June 10 for the second week. The foreign

currency assets (FCA) dropped by $5.4bn due to

the RBI’s frequent Dollar selling activity to prevent

the rupee from depreciating. The spike in the dollar

across the board, and the emerging market

currencies suffering more along with the Japanese

yen, is the leading cause of the drop in the nation’s

import cover. A lackluster trend in local stocks,

weak Asian currencies, and ongoing foreign capital

outflows dampened investor morale.

Source: Investing
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The index ascended in the beginning due to better-

than-expected US Employment data that would fuel

the Fed’s rate hike plans. The market consolidation

amid no significant event, and risk-off sentiments

kept the upward trend. The index then fell for 3

days after the Fed increased borrowing prices by

75 bps to rein in inflation. It advanced once again

as the investors grew gloomy due to the inflation

and recession woes, and demand for the safe-

haven dollar increased.
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ESG, a Value Creation Facilitator in PE Space

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG), once

viewed as mere compliance, is transforming into a

value creation facilitator contributing to both

financial and social returns. ESG-focused asset

under management by private equity doubled last

year to $650mn and is only expected to expand in

the coming years. This paradigm shift is backed by

investor awareness, potential ESG mandates, and

the reputational influence of inclusion policies.

Advanced adoption also provides private equity

firms a competitive edge and enables future risk

mitigation. Apart from this, it helps facilitate fund

strategy while developing frameworks to measure

social return. Also, several reports suggest that most

ESG funds outperform the market over a 10-year

horizon. The Bain & Co. India Private Equity Report

2022 expects ESG to drive decision-making in the

Indian PE space, with several funds working on

incorporating ESG norms in their portfolio.

REITs are Now made Simpler

In a new framework, SEBI allowed

UPI (up to ₹5 lakhs) as a payment

option in REITs and Infrastructure

Investment Trusts (InvIT). InvITs differ from REITs

because they focus on a portfolio of infrastructure

assets like highways. This decision is in congruence

with the vision of providing ease of investment

through streamlining the investment process in these

two avenues. Apart from this, retail investment

through UPI has been allowed in the public issue of

new REITs and InvITs. These investments are not

popular in India despite global adoption.

Using UPI, the investment amount is blocked in the

investor's account, eliminating the scope of misuse.

This would be influential in boosting investor

confidence in these avenues. Also, UPI, with over

9.36bn transactions amounting to ₹10.25trn in the

first quarter of 2022, is only expected to expand.

Thus enabling investments through UPI would

improve investor participation.

.
Real Estate to Change With New Bankruptcy

Code?

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board

of India (IBBI) has sought public

comments on several proposed changes

to India's bankruptcy code. This move supports the

government's aim to streamline the current

liquidation framework while improving the track

record of rescuing failed businesses. It put forward

a separate framework for negotiating with

insolvent real estate companies to allow businesses,

LLPs, and partnerships to be hired by lenders as

administrators of bankrupt enterprises.

Previously feasible for only natural persons, the

role had several limitations due to the complexity

of the liquidity process, which would resolve

through an entity's resources and risk management

frameworks. Thus the revised framework, which is

prevalent in several countries, would institutionalize

the insolvency profession helping reap the benefits

of a robust governance structure. The regulator is

also working on specific procedures to improve the

liquidation process's efficiency and maintain time-

bound completion.

Wines and Cards-Hedge Against Inflation?

With the income opportunities drying up, savvy

investors are looking at alternative investments to

park their funds. Under such circumstances, fine

wine, watches, and sports cards seem lucrative

options since they have displayed resilience in

previous market crashes.

The Liv-Ex Index for wines shows Fine wine gained

around 10.3% in the first half of 2022. In

comparison, the S&P 500 fell over 13%. Also,

during the financial crisis of 2008, the S&P 500 fell

38.5%, while wine prices declined 0.6%. The value

of wine depends on its scarcity, combination,

reputation, and longevity. The demand outlook is

positive, with only a finite investment-grade wine

production yearly. A CAGR of 10% over the past

30 years, stable returns, and low correlation to

equity markets make fine wine a hedge against

volatility and inflation.

Another lucrative option in focus is trading Pokémon

cards, where the top 100 and 2500 cards have

registered an ROI of 1346% and 608%,

respectively, since 2008. These cards have

witnessed a surge in search interest and can be

purchased through online auctions and eBay.



Insurance on Blockchain

The Insurance sector, which historically has not

changed much, is ready for a blockchain

transformation. Though technologies like ML and AI

Big Data have helped the industry, blockchain

stands out in simplifying insurance pricing.

Blockchain is a digital ledger and a data storage

method for transactions distributed across a network

of computer systems. Policy contracts written on

paper leave scope for errors and require constant

supervision. Once an agreement is written onto the

blockchain, it cannot be changed or deleted. This

ensures fraud safety and reduces inaccuracies for

both parties involved. Another revolutionary

application of this technology is self-executing smart

contracts where claims would be paid post-

verification efficiently. Thus, eliminating

intermediaries and reducing costs and settlement

time.

MC
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SIP Inflows Increase

In May 2022, the SIP inflows stood

at ₹12,286crs increasing by 3.57%

compared to the previous month. This was the ninth

consecutive month wherein SIP inflows crossed

₹10,000crs. Though net inflow increased, the net

SIP accounts addition stood at 9.4 lakhs and hit a

one-year low. According to AMFI, the average

portfolio size fell to ₹1 lakh, which was the lowest

in the past 20 months. This conflicting data

reinstates the current turbulent geopolitical scenario.

Mutual Funds Register Net Inflow

Open-ended equity mutual funds

registered a net inflow of ₹18,529crs

in May, according to AMFI. Large-cap mutual fund

inflow was up 97.4% on a month-on-month basis,

and Flexi cap inflow was up 72%. Despite volatile

markets and interest rate hikes, a net inflow was

observed as investors redeemed money market

investments and short-duration funds. The Balanced

hybrid fund/aggressive hybrid fund category

witnessed a 97% increased net flow, reflecting

investor reallocation based on risk profiles in the

present turbulent economic scenario.
SIP Contribution Net investments (₹ Cr.)

₹12,286

₹9,156

IRDAI Policy Changes

IRDAI recently made a progressive

statement allowing life insurance

companies to launch new products without prior

approval. This followed the announcement

permitting general and health insurance companies

to file with regulators post launching the product.

Building on the goal of a fully insured India, this

move will provide the necessary momentum to the

industry and increase insurance penetration.

As the time lag between design and launch shrinks,

participants will have to efficiently respond to

customer needs through better product and price

planning. Insurers would benefit through ease of

doing business and efficient implementation of

policies, whereas policyholders would get access to

an expanded product array. These relaxations are

possible, keeping in mind the industry's growing

maturity. This Use and File policy excludes

Individual Savings, Individual Pensions, and Annuity

plans which would still require prior approvals.

AMCs get SEBI’s Approval

Mutual funds have resumed investing in foreign

stocks within the $7bn industry cap as the global

market correction reduced the valuation of the

international stocks. SEBI’s approval came after

AMFI’s request to review instruments in overseas

securities by mutual funds. There is an industry-level

investment limit of $7bn in overseas securities and

$1bn for investment in overseas ETFs. The AMCs

that sold their overseas stocks to meet investor

redemption can reinvest in foreign equities to the

extent of their sales from Feb’22 till now. However,

the approval does not permit fresh SIP; only lump-

sum investments are allowed.
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Air India Consolidates to Fight Indigo

Air India, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Tata Sons,

plans to acquire Air Asia to consolidate its aviation

business. This decision approved by the Competition

Commission of India would be influential in

competing with Indigo, the current market leader

with a 54% market share. Tata Sons owns 83.7%

of Air Asia.

Air India would remain the flagship carrier while

the low-cost airlines AirAsia and Air India Express

would be merged. Air India and Air Asia together

would become the second-largest domestic player

with a 16% market share. Including Vistara, the

group market share would cross 25%.

Though Vistara, a joint venture between Tata Sons

and Singapore Airlines, currently operates

separately, the merger seems inevitable as it would

lead to greater synergy. Apart from this, Tata Sons

is investing in new aircrafts to increase their

international presence. With mergers, new

investments, and Tata Sons aiming at market

leadership, the Indian Aviation Industry is ready for

a colossal change.

Unstoppable Mensa Brands Buys Pebble

D2C brand aggregator Mensa Brands forays into

the smart wearables segment through its recent

acquisition of the Pebble. The Noida-based

consumer electronics brand marks its fourth

acquisition this year. With audio and fitness

wearables combining fashion and technology, 100

products across 8 product categories, and

nationwide offline distribution, Pebble seems a

lucrative buy. Mensa's plans for Pebble include

expanding into wider audiences and geographies.

Its strategy is to create a diverse portfolio of men

and women-focused consumer brands across

beauty, fashion, and lifestyle categories and use its

online presence to amplify marketing and

branding initiatives. Adopting the inorganic way to

achieve this led to around 14 acquisitions last year.

The company is also planning to acquire MensXP

and iDiva, both content platforms, to access a more

extensive millennial customer base.

Polestar- Tesla Competitor?

The Swedish electric vehicle

brand Polestar, owned by Volvo Cars and Zhejiang

Geely Holding Group, went public after a merger

with special purpose acquisition company (SPAC)

Gores Guggenheim Inc. SPAC mergers offer a

lucrative alternative to traditional IPO with

straightforward disclosure requirements. After

raising $890mn, it aims to sell 2,90,000 cars

annually by 2025. The raised capital would fund

their 3-year plan, which includes product portfolio

expansion and ultimately attain profitability.

Even the successful companies in the EV space,

including Lucid Group and Nikola, fail post

SPAC mergers, with shares plummeting over 60%.

What makes Polestar different is the Volvo legacy

the company carries combined with global

acceptance of its products, having 55,000 cars on

the road in 25 markets.

Polestar, focusing on the luxury EV market, wants to

build itself at par and compete with the EV giant

Tesla, which enjoys a 72% share of the US electric

vehicle market. Polestar provides better handling

and stability and comparable range and

acceleration while falling short on battery

efficiency.

Lenskart Eyes Expansion Through Owndays

Lenskart acquires a majority stake in the Japanese

eyewear brand Owndays in a deal valued at

around $400mn. Lenskart would become Asia's

largest omnichannel eyewear brand post-acquisition,

with a presence in 13 markets. The company

recently raised a total sum of $378mn, valuing it at

over $4bn. Owndays has 15 brands under its

umbrella, with 460 stores across countries in Asia.

The two companies will operate independently, with

Lenskart focusing on the budget segment and

Owndays targeting the premium segment. This

acquisition was a part of the strategy to launch

‘Neso Brands’, a Thrasio-style eyewear subsidiary

that includes startups focusing on acquiring and

scaling high-growth digital-first companies. Lenskart

has been working on improving supply chain

automation and integration, which would be helpful

for both, Lenskart and Owndays in further

enhancing customer proposition and economies of

scale.



Is Aggressive Expansion Necessary?

You might consider aggressive

growth necessary for disrupting

the market in a short time. This stands true to some

extent, but not always. Videocon monopolized the

consumer electronics sector in India and became the

first to sell colored TVs. After being profitable in

one business, it aggressively expanded into the oil,

gas, power, retail, and telecom industries using the

profits from the consumer electronics business.

This turned out to be a significant flaw in its

business model. Its cash cow was hit by stiff

competition from Samsung, LG, and other Chinese

companies. Videocon’s offerings became outdated,

and consumers switched to competitors, causing the

company’s sales to fall. To tackle this, Videocon

started taking loans before falling into a debt trap.

However, we notice successful companies like Airtel

and Tata running on huge debts but still being

profitable. So, what caused Videocon’s bankruptcy?

The answer is a lack of industry expertise, no

ambitious plan for exponential growth, and non-

implementation of proper R&D before entering a

new industry and stepping into several new

initiatives in a short period. 2G Ban, the

cancellation of its telecom license, and its founder’s

involvement in a loan scam with ICICI Bank CEO

incited their problems. Uncontrolled expansion with

diminishing capital and increasing losses bred the

failure of Videocon.

Italian Shoes for the Middle Class

Almost every middle-class

Indian family owns Bata shoes.

Having set up India’s first shoe factory in

Batanagar, it became a household name in India

that made affordable footwear for ordinary

people. It has been our parents ‘sasta and Tikau’

option for ages. Did you know that Bata is an

Italian company?

So how does an Italian shoe company that sounds

Indian provide footwear at such rates when it

competes with the likes of Puma, Adidas, and Nike.

When Bata entered the market, it encountered two

end-users segments: the deep-pocketed who bought

imported luxurious shoes and the poverty-stricken

who just looked to cover their feet. They bridged

this gap by availing the middle-class with Italian

footwear-like quality products at budget-friendly

prices. Bata could have sold its high-quality product

in India for at least $1,000. Instead, it adapted to

the prevailing scenario, exploiting an opportunity

and creating an alternative for the unorganized

markets, especially in the school and office shoe

segment.

Years later, competitors like Khadims and Paragon

invaded the markets, catering to similar customer

needs. In response, Bata was repositioned via the

‘surprisingly Bata!’ campaign, launching sub-brands

like Power and Hush Puppies. The brand has

become the largest shoe company in India as per

sales & revenue, holding a whopping 35% market

share.
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Will Ads Revive Netflix?

The company that started the trend of binge-watching is now struggling to reserve its place

as the market leader. This year has been an eye-opener as Netflix lost around 2 lakh subscribers

in Q1 and is projected to lose another 20 lakhs globally in Q2. Additionally, its 100mn viewers

have been sharing passwords- a cost of running the business for every streaming platform. To

revert the downfall, Netflix decided to segment its viewer base by the year-end.

They will introduce packages with and without ads. We all have disliked ads interrupting our watching

experience. But it seems that Netflix wants to service its price-sensitive segment of users who can tolerate

ads by paying less. With increased churn rates, Netflix needs to rework its content to attract new users and

retain existing ones. The ad-supported tier promises to be a pivotal move, but it needs to be backed by

something concrete to ensure potential growth. Will Netflix be able to revive itself with the new model, or

will it backfire?



Why are there Cars in a Plane Exhibition?

The car of the British Royal Family, a fully

owned subsidiary of the BMW Group,

Rolls Royce is one of the leaders in the

luxurious automobile industry. The British

MNC is prominently known for handcrafting

personalized designs for its customers. The

company has subsidiary brands like Phantom,

Dawn, Ghost, and Wraith.

You might think it would be relatively easier to lure

the ultra-rich as they are willing to add a Royce to

their status, but Rolls Royce doesn’t want to

categorize itself like any other opulent car brand.

They have instrumented a unique method, making

them ‘the Royal of the Royals.’

Placing its automobiles for sales alongside aircraft

at plane exhibitions helped it stand out against its

competitors- Bentley, Maserati, and Audi. As a

hidden benefit, the company’s sales prospects have

been boosted after implementing this method. They

worked out that customers will be comparing the

prices of aircraft worth hundreds of millions to that

of their cars that cost less than a few million on

average. When customers buy $300mn jets,

purchasing these $0.5mn cars don’t seem too

expensive despite being the costliest in the premium

range. The perceived benefit of saving a few

millions would convince them to buy these cars. Thus,

The Rolls Royce car, a legacy of luxury, can be a

simple case study on product placement.
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The Engineer’s idea of Marketing

How did Wipro’s Santoor become

one of India’s top 3soap brands

after struggling to survive during

the initial years of its launch? HUL’s Lux & Rexona

were the market leader as top beauty soaps when

Santoor entered the market. Therefore Santoor

started selling soaps with sandalwood and turmeric

that Indians have used for ages to attain healthy

skin, but the sales didn’t pick up.

Then Santoor came up with its iconic “Santoor

Mom” campaign- tailored to position its products as

unique. Santoor studied the market carefully and

noticed that its competitor brands were marketed as

beauty soaps for young women. They identified the

gaps in the market that were still unserved by these

companies- the middle-aged Indian mothers. It was

time to capture their attention now that Santoor had

found its target market.

Thus, an inclusive Santoor Mom campaign started

that mindfully highlighted moms achieving younger-

looking skin despite their unique and busy lifestyles.

Having interpreted the psychology of women

wanting to look young, Santoor incorporated an

Indian woman who accomplished similar goals in

their ads. Soon it became an industry leader in the

regional markets in the south and west. Two things

learned from Santoor’s success- brand positioning

and consumer behavior.

When History and Technology Come Together

Did you know that one of the oldest surviving bronze sculptures of Lord Shiva as Nataraja

is not displayed in any Indian museum but in The British Museum? VICE World News,

a global news reporting agency, visions to gain traction by uncovering suppressed issues

to the youth. They cater to a younger crowd, who appreciate bringing shunned matters

like colonialism to the forefront.

VICE realized that its target audience spends considerable time on social media and often uses filters to

engage on these platforms. Using this insight, they deployed a Guerrilla Marketing strategy to create an

interactive and user-friendly social media campaign– 'the Unfiltered History Tour.' They crafted an

Augmented Reality filter to scan the artifacts exhibited at the British Museum. Once scanned using a

smartphone, those artifacts would narrate their history of looting. In this way, Vice shrewdly grabbed the

attention of its target audience through filters that were not only engaging but also resonated with the

brand ideology— a time and money-saving method that helped VICE connect to a large chunk of its TAM.



Dark Stores- the ‘New-normal’ Post-Pandemic?

Urban logistics spaces will exceed 7mn sq. ft this

year, indicating the rising demand for dark stores

or in-city fulfillment centers. The third covid wave

has boosted the growth of micro-fulfillment spaces

cum warehouses for retail e-commerce platforms.

Empty shops in malls were converted to dark stores

as retailers fought for their survival during

lockdowns. However, their acquisition costs are

skyrocketing because of their in-city locations. Even

in the post-pandemic scenarios, dark stores have

continued to stay in demand as FMCG sectors have

resorted to omnichannel retailing, a boom in e-

grocery platforms along with hyper-local delivery

services, and explosive growth in tier II & III cities

due to better internet penetration.

UPDATES

COVID cases in India, data as of 30th June

43M - Total no. of cases

42M - Recovered

0.01M- Active cases

(0.1% are serious and 99.7% are in mild condition)

COVID cases across the Globe, data as of 30th June

552M- Total no. of cases

527M- Recovered

1.84M- Active cases

(0.2% are serious and 99.8% are in mild condition)
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China’s Sea of Medical Waste

China, is struggling to dispose of tonnes of biomedical waste generated as a by-product of its 'Zero

Covid' strategy. Over 600mn tests were carried out across China for contact tracing, creating medical

waste like discarded gloves, swabs, masks, substantial and PPE kits. People in rural areas have sought to

dispose of the trash by dumping it into landfills temporarily. The existing disposal system has been

overburdened. 68,500 tonnes of waste was produced in Shanghai, 6 times the standard output during

lockdowns. Therefore, construction of highly efficient infrastructure has become inevitable. This needs to be

sorted, transported, and disposed of via incineration. However, China is debating whether to fund this by

compromising its current health care budget. It will not be profitable to invest in building an infrastructure

costing 0.9-2.3% of China's GDP for a temporary need. The country is at risk of contaminating the

environment while posing a considerable threat to human health because of improper handling of

hazardous waste.

42 lakh Indians saved by vaccination-As per recent studies, vaccination against the Coronavirus had saved more than 42 lakh lives in India in 2021. The vaccination 
program was implemented vigorously throughout the country. This has resulted in a potentially lower death count, especially during the second wave dominated by the 
deadly Delta variant, first witnessed in the subcontinent. It has also been found that vaccines have rescued 19.8 million out of potential 31.4 million deaths due to Covid-

19 worldwide. 

42 Lakh Indians Saved by Vaccination

As per recent studies, vaccination against the

Coronavirus had saved more than 42 lakh lives in

India in 2021. The vaccination program was

implemented vigorously throughout the country.

This has resulted in a potentially lower death count,

especially during the second wave dominated by

the deadly Delta variant. It has also been found

that vaccines have successfully rescued 19.8mn

patients out of potential 31.4mn deaths due to

COVID-19 worldwide.
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“The market is gradually coming to

terms with the narrative of structural

inflation and the Fed’s articulated

intention to control inflation by any

means”.

-Manishi Raychaudhuri, Asia-Pacific

equity strategist at BNP Paribas

“Those who are not actively trying to make the future

interesting often remain in the past.

Nostalgia is that old show that you can watch on

repeat when nothing new is released”.

-Kunal Shah, CEO, CRED

“Reduce, reuse and recycle are

the concepts woven in our life.

Circular economy has been an

integral part of our culture and

lifestyle”.

-PM Narendra Modi
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